New Year's Eve party in the sahara
Leaves the monotony and get the new year differently
Do you think of a better plan ??
“DESERT AND TRADITION and even party “
option B : 3days /2 nights in nomad tent
30-12 : MARRAKECH - ATLAS - ZAGORA - DRAA VALLEY -TAMGROUTE - ERG LIHOUDI
Pick up by our guide at the appointed time. During our tour we will enjoy an incredible change of
scenery. Have a brief stop in a mountain village, to see the landscape that lies before us and for
take a tea. You will cross the high atlas , up Tiz'n'Tichka port (or port Tichka), with more than
2,200 meters.
During the rise predominantly green colors will be replaced by the almost lunar landscape of the
anti-Atlas as we go south of the country;
At the end of the descent we will arrive in Ouarzazate city ,where we stop for lunch at a nice
hotel. After lunch, continue heading south, passing by the city of Agdz, find rugged mountains of
black and gray rock from which we can now contemplate the Draa River valley ,the largest in
Africa with over 150 miles long. Little by little we will go deeper into the majestic palm trees,filled
with kasbah, and Berber villages.
Reach the city of Zagora, a meeting point of ancient caravans from the legendary Tombuktu
Stop at Tamegroute, town famous for its traditional green pottery and its old Koranic library. Visit
a traditional ceramic factory.
Finally we passed by Tagounite and arrived at the Gates of the Desert, at our camp , in the dunes
of "Erg Lihoudi" , the first dunes of the desert. There after installing in your private tent ,we will
receive you with the tea ceremony .You will enjoy, a delicious dinner prepared by our chef Berber
that certainly help you get your strength back after a long day of travel.
31-12 : ERG LIHOUIDI - ERG–CHEGAGA - ERG LIHOUIDI –new Year’s Eve party
We will have a chance to contemplate the sunrise in the desert, you will enjoy the day waking up ,
and how the desert fills gradually with light, wrapped in a huge silence.
we will make an excursion by camel , across the dunes of the desert.
Then we will pick up a 4X4 vehicle to get into the big dunes of erg-Chegaga. We will cross the
"hamada" or stony desert, the "erg" or golden dunes , visiting the areas of meeting and pastoralists
supply: wells.
Lunch in Oasis Secri. Upon reaching the dunes of erg-Chegaga ;free time to enjoy the dunes 300
meters high and over 40 km in length. In the afternoon, we wiil return to our camp,You could watch
the spectacular sunset with a camel trip and admire how the sky turns bright red at the same time
you will enjoy an tea (Berber whiskey) ;
after dinner will enjoy the traditional Berber music and will receive the new year among the dunes
and …. New Year's Eve party until you drop.

First January : ERG-LIHOUIDI-TAMGROUTE - AIT BEBHADOU - MARRAKECH
After breakfast, we take a road back to Marrakesh, pass through the small town of Tagounite.
Lunch en route. We Continue up to the kasbah of Ait Benhadou, world Heritage Site by UNESCO.
This is one of the best preserved and most spectacular kasbah in Morocco and a famous site for
Hollywood films. After visit return to the road that takes us back to Marrakech.

INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM
-TRANSPORT WITH DRIVER / GUIDE FROM M-HAMID
- SEVERAL STOPS ON THE ROAD
- ACCOMMODATIONS BY PROGRAM (2 nights in a désert)
- CAMEL TRIP

- MEALS INCLUDED :

-FIRST DAY LUNCH AND DINNER
-CIRCUITS DAYS : FULL BOARD
- LAST-DAY : BREAKFAST AND LUNCH
-

-NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY
NOT INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM
- DRINKS ARE NOT INCLUDED
-PRIVATE INSURANCE TRAVEL
-TIPS AND TICKETS MONUMENTS

